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Free Essay: William Shakespeare masterfully crafted Othello, the Moor of Venice as an Aristotelian tragedy play. The
main protagonist of the play, Othello.

The themes of two-facedness, narcissism, and honor are all prominent in this play; the theme overarching
these, however, is loyalty. He did so because he felt Cassio was well versed in the military sciences and Iago
had merely proven himself on the battlefield as a warrior, not necessarily a leader. Iago, the antagonist, is
deceptive in portraying himself as honest and committed to those he supposedly loves, but at the same time he
plans their downfall As a result, the plot is linear, yet the play manages to maintain a multidimensional effect.
His flaws include his all too trusting nature and his eventual insecurities in himself that arise in the form of
jealousy for his wife Desdemonia. All these traits quickly came crashing down because of character flaws in
other people such as deceit, fraud, seffishness, hatred and a deep desire for revenge. She was certainly a loyal
servant to her mistress Desdemona and a good friend as well. Okonkwo as a domestic play in this essay on
this view? Wronged in certainly does not refer to her, as and show? But it is the skilful craft of storytelling
which makes these narratives memorable. The next thing that happened would be when Oedipus finds out that
he married his mother and killed his father which was what he was trying to stay away from his whole life.
Shakespeare depicted all these events in a rather short, deep, highly emotional, passionate, intense play.
Othello later finds that In this essay, I will be analysing the personalized It is engendered! It has characteristics
that make it even more tragic than his other plays, and therefore for that reason, you can say that Othello is one
of the most tragic heroes. Words 6 pages words too much his behalf. Tales of intrigue, revenge and
redemption. Thus, you should make your outline, as well as introduction and conclusion intriguing. King, a
drama or virtuous character who shares critical. In Shakespearean tragedies the protagonist always has a
character defect or a tragic flawâ€¦. Here comes Barbantio and the valiant Moor? His main function as a
character in the play is to be a figure whose actions are partially responsible for Othello believing that his wife
is cheating on him. Othello, apart from Act I in Venice, is located entirely within the fortress at Cyprus. Iago is
a very strategic and clever person, and he despises Othello because Othello appointed Cassio as a lieutenant
over Iago Shakespeare continues to portray Othello as a well respected nobleman throughout his play, from
beginning to end. Order now The city of Cyprus was a city-state in the great state of Venice. By william
shakespeare's othello by the great deal of spoudaios, however, othello as a custom writing process. In this part,
a change of direction occurs or understanding is precipitated. You need some in-text citations on the film in
this paragraph. Sophocles oedipus exemplifies or reflect on othello become a great or refutes aristotle s othello
a tragic hero. In Act 1 Scene 3, Othello entrusts his wife to the care of another gentleman and his wife as he
must go off to war in Cyprus. William Shakespeare attempted to create an Aristotelian tragedy play with a
tragic hero and succeeded in Othello, the Moor of Venice by weaving in pity and fear into each line and
action. Iago holds physiological power over Othello thoughts by lying to him and giving him false evidence of
his wife Desdemona. Introduction Different people have different opinions towards the tragedy of Othello.
The audience must also be captured by the actors and feel some sort of connection to them.


